
1

To generate a rotation , we must 

specify Rotation angle ϴ Distances tx and ty Rotation distance All of the mentioned

2

What is the magnitude of a unit 

vector? It has no magnitude Zero Constant but not zero Unity

3

The two-dimensional rotation 

equation in the matrix form is P’=P+T P’=R*P P’=P*P P’=R+P

4

The quantity which has the only 

magnitude is called A scalar quantity A vector quantity A chemical quantity

A magnitude 

quantity 

5

Find the distance between J and 

K. J=(-5,4), K=(3,2) using 

pythagoras theorem 8.27 7.7 9 10.2

6

_______ is generally used to 

control transparency. Color channel Alpha channel B/W channel Beta channel

7

 In 2D-translation, a point (x, y) 

can move to the new position (x’, 

y’) by using the equation

by using the equation x’=x+tx and y’=y+tx x’=x*tx and y’=y*ty X’=x+ty and Y’=y+tx

X’=x-tx and y’=y-ty

8

Addition vector with its reversed 

direction is called vector addition vector subtraction vector division vector multiplication 

9

_______ buffers stores the image 

data currently being displayed on 

the monitor. Front Memory Back Previous

10 Unit vector n^ is along  x-axis      normal on a surface y-axis axis 

11

Plane which consists of two 

number lines that intersect each 

other at right angle is called functional plane Cartesian plane coordinate plane dimensional plane 

12

Angle between two parallel 

vectors  is: 90 degrees 45 degrees zero 180 degrees
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13

Position vector that defines 

position of vector in three 

dimensions having formula of √(a² + b² + c²) b) √(a + b + c)  √(a²-b² + c²) (a² + b² + c²) 

14

For 2D transformation the value 

of third coordinate 

(Homogeneous) i.e. t=? 1 0 -1 Any Value

15

Graph of every linear equation in 

two variables represent a line point parabola sign wave

16

We translate a two-dimensional 

point by adding Translation factors Translation difference Only X-distance Only Y-distance

17

How do you calculate Euler's 

formula? V - E + F = 2 V+E-F=2 V+F=2E d) V2=F+E 

18

When plotting points in a 

coordinate plane, which 

directions should you go first?  left or right up down left up   up down

19 What does Open GLSL stand for? Graphical Library of Shadow LanguagesGeographic Land and Survey LibraryGraphics Library Shader Language

Graphical Language 

and Shading Library

20 Back face detection method is a Object space method Image space method Surface method None of these

21 Z-buffer algorithm is used for Frame buffer removal Hidden surface removal Rendering Animation

22

Vertices are bound to the 

rendering pipeline in a special 

direct3d data structure called a 

_________. Front Buffer Index Buffer Back Buffer Vertex Buffer

23

 What will be the type of output 

of vector cross product? scaler vector cross product angular

24

 To generate a rotation , we must 

specify Rotation angle ϴ Rotation distance Rotation axis Distances tx and ty

25

Roll is the angle of rotation about 

the ___ z-axis y-axis x-axis no-axis

26

There is an intimate relationship 

between the sin and cos 

definitions, and they are formally 

related by . cos(β) = sin(β - 90 ◦) sin(β) = sin(β + 90 ◦) cos(β) = sin(β + 90 ◦) sin(β) = sin(β - 90 ◦)



27 A vertex shader always takes Multiple vertex as input and produces a single output vertexA single input vertex and produces a single output vertexA single input vertex and produces multiple output vertexd

A multiple input 

vertex and produces 

multiple output 

vertex.

28

Each time an application presents 

a new frame for display, the first 

buffer in the swap chain takes the 

place of the displayed buffer. 

This process is called swapping 

or flipping. Presenting Buffering Swapping Depth Buffering

29

Which one of the following is 

equation of cubic y=mx+b
Y=ax

2
+bx+c Y=ax

3
+bx

2
+cx+d Y=x

2
+z

2

30

Which one of the following is 

equation of straight Line y=mx+b
Y=ax

2
+bx+c Y=ax

3
+bx

2
+cx+d Y=x

2
+z

2


